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Abstract The short text has been the prevalent format for information of Internet in recent
decades, especially with the development of online social media, whose millions of users
generate a vast number of short messages everyday. Although sophisticated signals delivered
by the short text make it a promising source for topic modeling, its extreme sparsity and
imbalance brings unprecedented challenges to conventional topic models like LDA and its
variants. Aiming at presenting a simple but general solution for topic modeling in short
texts, we present a word co-occurrence network based model named WNTM to tackle the
sparsity and imbalance simultaneously. Different from previous approaches, WNTM models
the distribution over topics for each word instead of learning topics for each document,
which successfully enhance the semantic density of data space without importing too much
time or space complexity. Meanwhile, the rich contextual information preserved in the word-
word space also guarantees its sensitivity in identifying rare topics with convincing quality.
Furthermore, employing the same Gibbs sampling with LDA makes WNTM easily to be
extended to various application scenarios. Extensive validations on both short and normal
texts testify the outperformance of WNTM as compared to baseline methods. And finally we
also demonstrate its potential in precisely discovering newly emerging topics or unexpected
events in Weibo at pretty early stages.
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1 Introduction
With the rapid development of World Wide Web and the spur of various kinds of web ap-
plications, short texts have been becoming the dominating content of Internet, such as web
search snippets, micro-blogs (tweets), forum messages, and news titles. Specifically, around
250 million active users in Twitter generate almost 500 million tweets everyday, which carry
sophisticated signals reflecting the real world. Hence accurately mining topics behind these
short texts are essential for a wide range of tasks, including content analysis [29,37,20],
query suggestion [19,45], document classification [7] and text clustering [21,28]. However,
due to the severe sparse context information, revealing topics from short texts is still a chal-
lenging problem for traditional frameworks that initially designed to handle the normal text.
Meanwhile, short texts also suffer from significantly imbalanced document distribution. For
example, in social media like Weibo, the amount of entertainment tweets is much larger than
the number of ones in other categories [42,43,12]. Since the objective of most commonly
used topic models is to maximize the probability of the observed data, they tend to sacrifice
the performance on rare topics [18]. Consequently, those topic models may not perform well
in extrinsic tasks [6].
As a canonical form of existing topic models, LDA [4] is a hierarchical parametric
Bayesian approach for topic discovery in a large corpus. To be specific, LDA models doc-
uments as mixture of topics and each topic is a probability distribution over words in the
vocabulary of the corpus. Statistical inference methods are then used to learn the probability
distribution over words associated with each topic and the distribution over topics for each
document. Generally speaking, LDA-like models group semantically related words into a
single topic by utilizing document-level word co-occurrence information [39], which makes
them extremely sensitive to the document length and the number of documents related to
each topic. Since the short text contains low word counts, those models would fail to obtain
the accurate picture of how words are related to each other. Moreover, if the distribution over
documents for the topic is heavily skewed, LDA-like models tend to learn more general top-
ics held by majority documents rather than rare topics contained only by fewer documents.
A recent study from Tang et al. [36] suggests that if the distribution over documents for
each topic is heavily skewed, identifying topics from a small number of documents will be
extremely difficult for LDA. While in fact rare topics might be essential for newly emerging
events discovery or real-time hot trends detection in online social media [8].
Many efforts actually have been devoted to tackle the inefficiency of LDA in model-
ing short texts. For example, related short texts can be aggregated into lengthy pseudo-
documents before training the topic model [40] or models trained from external data (e.g.
Wikipedia) can be used to help the topic inference in short texts [27]. Besides, many arbi-
trary manipulations of LDA have also been introduced to satisfy the demands of specific
short texts analyses [44,10,8]. Different from aforementioned approaches that are highly
data-dependent or task-dependent, topic models focusing on the general-domain short text
is emerging recently. A typical example is the biterm topic model [41], which works well on
short texts. However, biterm topic model is a special form of the mixture of unigram and not
based on LDA. Therefore it does not overcome the shortcomings of LDA-like approaches
on short texts and it’s flexibility is also greatly constrained.
On the other hand, with respect to the topic imbalance, performance improvement of
LDA is mainly obtained by adding prior information to guide the topic learning progress [18,
1] or using asymmetric Dirichlet prior over the document-topic distribution [24]. While note
that in practice, the knowledge about underlying structure of a given corpus is often undis-
covered, so the prior information is not easily acquirable. As to asymmetric Dirichlet priors,
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how to determine proper parameter estimations is sophisticated and scenario-dependent for
different applications and assuming symmetric Dirichlet priors help most variants of LDA
keep the flexibility. Therefore, alleviating topic imbalance of LDA with symmetric Dirichlet
priors is actually quite desirable.
To sum up, approaches mentioned above are neither scenario independent nor easy to be
extended. In order to handle the sparsity and imbalance of short texts simultaneously through
a general framework, we propose Word Network Topic Model (WNTM) based on the word
co-occurrence network. The main idea of WNTM comes from the following observations.
1) When texts are short, word-by-document space is extremely sparse, while word-word
space is still rather dense. Since the topic quality can be guaranteed in the dense word-
word space [2], we conjecture that learning topic components from word co-occurrence
network rather than document collection is more reliable. 2) Intuitively, the number of words
connected to rare topics often exceeds the amount of documents related to those topics. So
the distribution over topics for words is greatly less skewed than the distribution over topics
for documents. 3) Since the distribution over topics for each document can not be learned
accurately in short or imbalanced texts, we should learn the distribution over topics for each
word instead. 4) Different from the existing solutions, a new framework should be simple
enough to guarantee its scalability in different application scenarios. Hence WNTM employs
the standard Gibbs sampling for LDA to discover latent word group (i.e. topics) [15] and
learns distribution over topics for words rather than topics for documents. Learning word’s
topics rather than document’s topics makes WNTM less sensitive to the document length or
heterogeneity of the topic distribution. In addition, the word co-occurrence network can be
constructed with any type of given texts, which makes WNTM further simple and general
in real-world applications.
Extensive experiments are conducted on various data sets to compare WNTM and base-
line methods in three aspects, including topic quality, word semantic similarity and docu-
ment semantic classification. And results suggest that WNTM can discover the most co-
herent topics in short texts. Meanwhile, WNTM outperforms all baseline methods on word
similarity and document categorization in both short and normal texts. Particularly, WNTM
shows much better capability than LDA in rare topic detection in extremely imbalanced
texts. Major contributions of this paper are 1) WNTM is a generative model for a word net-
work rather than a collection of documents, 2) and it learns topics for each word rather than
topics for each document, therefore 3) it is less sensitive to document length or document
distribution over topics. 4) Since WNTM uses the standard Gibbs sampling for LDA, it’s
general and very easy to be applied in different scenarios.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We first give a short review of relative
works in section 2. This is followed by detail introductions of our model and re-weighting
method in section 3 and section 4. Experimental results are illustrated and explained in
section 5. Finally, we conclude the present work briefly in section 6 and several possible
directions in future are also pointed out.
2 Related works
Probabilistic topic models such as PLSA [16] and LDA [4] have been extensively applied
in exploring text corpora. Particularly, LDA is a more complete generative model since it
extends PLSA by adding Dirichlet priors on topic distributions. Due to their extensibility,
many complicated variants of LDA and PLSA have been proposed in the last decade, such
as the dynamic topic model [3], social topic model [5], author-topic model [31] and author-
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topic-community model [22] etc. While most of them are designed to handle normal texts
with special additional properties, such as time, social relationship and authorship.
The sparse short texts has also attract much research interest in the previous literature
and most early studies mainly focus on increasing data density through utilizing auxiliary
information. For example, Hong et al. [17] train topic models on aggregated tweets that
sharing the same word, and find those models work better than those being directly trained
on original tweets. Sahami et al. [34] propose a search-snippet-based similarity measure for
short texts. Jin et al. learn topics on short texts via transfer learning from auxiliary long
text data [21]. Another way to deal with data sparsity in short texts is to apply special topic
models. For example, Zhao et al. assume each tweet only covers a single topic [44]. Yan
et al. [41] propose a special form of mixture of unigrams [26], which is called biterm topic
model to improve topic modeling on short texts.
While regarding to the topic modeling on imbalanced texts, the prior knowledge has
been widely used to alleviate skewed distributions over documents of different topics. An-
drzejewski et al. propose Dirichlet forest priors to incorporate must-links and cannot-links
constraints into topic models [1]. Chen et al. use general lexical knowledge to help discov-
ering coherent topics [9]. It is worthy noting that the document level knowledge can also
be utilized. For example, Ramage et al. bring labels into the generative process of the cor-
pora [30,33] and Blei et al propose a supervised topic model [23] to predict the category
labels for input labeled documents.
However, different from above approaches, we try to figure out a simple but general
solution to take care of sparsity and imbalance in texts simultaneously. To the best of our
knowledge, little attention has been paid to this issue and our proposed topic model is the
first one handling short and imbalanced texts in a general way without exploiting any exter-
nal knowledge.
3 Word network topic model
Commonly used topic models implicitly take advantage of rich word co-occurrence patterns
in documents. However, short texts naturally lack of enough contextual information. Fur-
thermore, the goal of traditional topic models is to maximize the probability of generating
observed documents, and rare topics that reflected by fewer documents are tended to be
ignored. As a result, directly applying conventional topic models on short or imbalanced
texts can not perform as well as that on normal balanced texts. In order to solve the prob-
lem mentioned above through a simple but general method, we propose a new framework,
which applies the same Gibbs sampling [14] with LDA to discover latent word groups in
a word co-occurrence network. Here latent word groups of the network are taken as topic
components of a corpus. In addition, the distribution over latent groups for each word is
also learned by our model. The details of the new framework is presented in the following
subsections.
3.1 Word co-occurrence network
In a word co-occurrence network (which may also be denoted as word network in the follow-
ing text if there is no conflict), nodes are words occurring in the corpus and an edge between
two words indicates that the connected two words have co-occurred in the same context at
least once. Here the context can refer to a document or a sliding window with fixed size. To
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Fig. 1 An illustration of the input for WNTM.
limit the size of word network and reserve only the local context for each word, we take a
sliding window of fixed size as the context in the present work. We empirically set the size
of siding window to 10 (a typical value employed in the previous study) in this paper, since
a word is only semantically related with adjacent words, especially in the short text. Degree
of a node is defined as the sum of weights over its adjacent links. While activity of a node is
defined as the averaged weight of its adjacent links.
In order to convert the given document collection into a word network, we first filter out
stopping words and low frequency words, and then a sliding window is moved to scan each
document. As the window scanning word by word through the document, any two distinct
words appear in the same window would be regarded as co-occurred with each other. Times
that two words co-occurred are accumulated and defined as the weight of the corresponding
edge between them.
Note that in topic models, a topic can be viewed as a bag of words co-occurred frequently
in the same document, which is very similar to latent word groups (or communities) in
the word network, since words co-occurred frequently in the same sliding windows are
closely connected in the semantic space and they could appear in the same document with
high probabilities. Therefore, we could take latent word groups in our word network based
model as the topics in LDA. At the same time, learning topics from word co-occurrence
network, a special form of word-word space, has a theoretical guarantee for topic coherence
according to the work of Arora et al. [2]. What’s more, rare topics may form compact latent
word groups in word network, therefore a topic model based on the word network could
effectively find word groups that correspond to rare topics. Based on the considerations
above, we propose our word network topic model (WNTM). In order to keep the new model
simple and general to employ at different scenarios, we take a similar approach as Keith et
al. did in [15] to discover latent word groups in word network.
3.2 Word network topic model (WNTM)
The standard Gibbs sampling for LDA can be used to discover latent word groups in large
word network. While in order to reserve the standard Gibbs sampling, we first have to repre-
sent the word co-occurrence network back to a pseudo-document set. We assume the word
network as undirected and weighted. As illustrated in Fig. 1, each word in the network can
be treated as a pseudo-document with content constituted by the list of its adjacent words.
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Obviously since the word network is weighted, the adjacent words may occur multiple times
in the text of the pseudo-document.
Although WNTM uses the same Gibbs Sampling with LDA, the rationalities underlying
the generative process of them are different. LDA learns to generate a collection of docu-
ments by using topics and words under those topics. However, WNTM learns to generate
each word’s adjacent word-list in the network by using latent word groups and words be-
longing to those groups. More specifically, WNTM learns the statistical relations between
words, latent word groups and words’ adjacent word-lists by assuming that each word’s
adjacent word-list is generated semantically by a particular probabilistic model. It first sup-
poses that there is a fixed set of latent word groups in the word network, and each latent
word group z is associated with a multinomial distribution over the vocabulary Φz, which is
drawn from a Dirichlet prior Dir(β ). The generative process of the whole pseudo-document
collection converted from the word network can be interpreted as follows:
1. For each latent word group z, draw Φz ∼ Dir(β ), a multinomial distribution over words
for z
2. Draw Θi ∼ Dir(α), a latent word group distribution for the adjacent word-list Li of the
word wi
3. For each word w j ∈ Li:
(a) select a latent word group z j ∼Θi
(b) select the adjacent word w j ∼Φz j
In WNTM, the Θ distributions represent the probability of latent word groups appearing
in each word’s adjacent word-list and the Φ distributions stand for the probability of words
belonging to each latent word group. Given the observed corpus, WNTM first converts it to a
word network, then generate the pseudo-document set and finally the same Gibbs sampling
implementation that developed for conventional LDA is employed to infer values of the
latent variable in both Φ andΘ . Because each word’s adjacent word-list actually represents
its global context information, so different from previous LDA-like approaches, WNTM
models the distribution over latent word groups for each word instead of the distribution
over topics for each document.
3.3 Inferring topics in a document
As discussed in the previous section, WNTM does not model the document generation pro-
cess. Therefore, we cannot directly obtain topics in a document from the result of Gibbs
sampling. Since WNTM models the generation process of each word’s adjacent word-list
which stands for the word’s global contextual information, we can take topic proportions of
word wi’s adjacent word-list Θi as topic proportions in wi. Given topic proportions for all
words, topics of each document can be obtained accordingly. Specifically, to infer topics in
a document, we assume that the expectation of the topic proportions of words generated by
a document equals to the topic proportions of the document, i.e.,
P(z|d) =∑
wi
P(z|wi)P(wi|d), (1)
where P(z|wi) equals to Θi,z, which has been learned in WNTM. As to P(wi|d), we simply
take the empirical distribution of words in the document as a estimation, i.e.,
P(wi|d) = nd(wi)Len(d) , (2)
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where nd(wi) is the word frequency of wi in document d and Len(d) is the length of d.
It is worthy noting the above strategy is straight-forward and easy to implement, which
guarantees WNTM’s simplicity further.
To sum up, when texts are short and sparse, learning topics in word-by-document space
will suffer from the severe sparsity problem, while learning topics in a word-word space has
a theoretical guarantee for topic coherence, which has been proved in [2]. Meanwhile, as the
distribution over documents for each topic is imbalanced, rare topics tend to be ignored by
LDA-like models. However, we conjecture that words related to rare topics would still form
a semantically compact latent group in the word co-occurrence network. So latent groups
standing for rare topics could also be detected by WNTM. Therefore, the rich contextual
information in word-word space facilitates WNTM to discover topics in word co-occurrence
network other than directly reveal topics from document collection.
4 Complexity analysis and word network re-weighting
Although our inference on WNTM uses the same Gibbs sampling with LDA, the running
time and space complexities of them are different. We will compare the time complexity in
detail first, and then give a brief discussion about the space complexity of the two models.
Finally, In order to reduce the time and space complexity of WNTM, we further propose a
method to perform word network re-weighting.
4.1 Complexity analyses
The time complexity of LDA is O(NdKzLd), where Nd is the number of documents, Kz is the
number of topics and Ld is the average document length. Similarly, the time complexity for
WNTM is O(NpKgLp), where Np is the number of pseudo-documents, i.e., the size of the
vocabulary, Kg is the number of latent word groups (topics) and Lp is the average pseudo-
document length. Since the maximum number of sliding windows in a corpus is NdLd , and
each sliding window can generate
(c
2
)
edges, where c is the size of the sliding window. Thus,
approximately NpLp can be rewritten as
NpLp ≈ NdLdc(c−1). (3)
Supposing Kz equals to Kg, the time complexity of WNTM is o(c2) times larger than LDA’s
cost. In practice, for short texts, the average document length 〈l〉 is often small than c. So
when applied to short texts, the time complexity of WNTM is acceptable. However, with
respect to normal texts, it becomes unacceptable since c can be set to a large number.
The space complexity of LDA is O(NdKz +NdLd) and the space complexity of WNTM
is O(NpKg +NpLp). Similar to the time complexity, if we assume Nd is equal to Np and
Kz is equal to Kg , then the memory WNTM consumes is o(c2) times of the size that LDA
needs. In order to reduce the time (or space) complexity, for instance, to decrease the time
(or space) complexity to linear times the cost of LDA, we would propose a word network
re-weighting method in the next subsection, which could help boost the learning process of
WNTM effectively.
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4.2 Word network re-weighting
The above analysis shows that the time and space complexity is unaffordable for Gibbs
sampling over the pseudo-document collection, which is directly generated by the weighted
word network. To reduce both the time and space consumption, we need to decrease NpLp.
While Np is fixed as it is determined by the size of the given corpus’s vocabulary, so Lp is
the only tunable parameter. Representing the length of a pseudo-document, Lp also equals
to the degree of the node corresponding to the pseudo-document. Therefore, decreasing
the weights of edges in the network can shorten the length of pseudo-documents, and then
reduce the time and space complexity of WNTM accordingly. In order to reserve the relative
closeness of different words in the process of tuning weights, a re-weighting method is
illustrated in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1 Word network re-weighting algorithm
Require: the original word network G = (V,E,W ), where V is the set of words, E is the set of edges and W
is the set of weights for edges.
Ensure: the re-weighted word network G′ = (V,E,W ′).
1: compute degree D(n) and activity A(n) of each node n ∈V
2: for all e = (n1,n2) ∈ E do
3: set we =
⌈
we
A(ni)
⌉
, argmin
i
{D(ni), i = 1,2}
4: end for
The weight of each edge is divided by the activity of its end with lower degree, de-
noted as we. Along this line, we can decrease the whole weighted degree of the entire word
network, which can then decrease the time and space complexity of WNTM. Since the
weighted degree of a node must be larger than c− 1, then the averaged weighted degree
of the word network is actually much larger than c− 1. Therefore, the averaged length of
pseudo-documents should be smaller than Lpc−1 , where Lp is the averaged length before re-
weighting. Then from Eq. 3 we can easily get that the time and space cost of re-weighted
WNTM is O(c) times the complexity of LDA, which is just a linear scale-up. Hence the re-
weighting algorithm successfully reduces the cost of WNTM and guarantees its feasibility
in both short and normal texts.
5 Experiments
In this paper, we evaluate our approach in three measures, including topic quality, word
similarity and document classification. For each measure, extensive experiments are per-
formed on real-world short texts and normal texts respectively. For short texts, We take
LDA and biterm topic model (BTM) [41] as baseline methods. As to normal texts, we omit
the comparison with BTM because of its intense time complexity when applied on normal
texts. what is worth mentioning is that the comparison between WNTM and LDA can in-
dicate the strengths and weaknesses of learning topics from document collection and word
co-occurrence network.
Most experiments in this section are carried out on a Windows Server with an Intel Xeon
2.40GHz CPU and 12G memory except for the experiments using Wikipedia data set. Due
to the large volume of the Wikipedia data set, corresponding experiments are conducted on
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a Linux cluster with 13 nodes. Each node contains 2 Intel Xeon 2.27Hz CPUs and 12 GB
memory. For both LDA and WNTM, we use a java open-source implementation JGibbLDA1
on short texts and an MPI open-source implementation titled PLDA2 on normal texts. For
BTM, we use the source code opened by the authors3. For JGibbLDA and BTM, we set
α = 50/k and β = 0.01, where k is the number of topics. For PLDA, we set α = 0.1 and
β = 0.01. In all experiments, number of topics is set to 100, length of the sliding window
for WNTM is set to 10 and each model’s Gibbs sampling is run for 2,000 iterations. Except
for document classification on news contents, the results reported here are the average over
10 rounds.
5.1 Evaluation of the topic quality
It’s a typical way for evaluating topic models through comparing the perplexity on a held-out
test set. However, WNTM does not model the generation process of documents. Hence, the
perplexity is not suitable in this paper. Furthermore, recent research shows that the perplexity
does not always correlate with semantically interpretable topics [6]. Therefore, here we
utilize the topic coherence as an evaluation metric for the topic discovery, which has been
found to correlate well with human judgments of the topic quality.
5.1.1 Topic coherence
Topic coherence (also called UMass measure [25]) is a comprehensive and automated eval-
uation measure for topic models, which measures the score of a single topic by computing
the semantic similarity degree between high probability words in the topic. Higher topic
coherence often indicates better topic quality, i.e., better topic interpret-ability. The topic
coherence is defined as
C(z;M(z)) =
T
∑
t=2
t−1
∑
l=1
log
D(m(z)t ,m
(z)
l )+ ε
D(m(z)l )
, (4)
where M(z) = (m(z)1 , ...,m
(z)
T ) is the list of the T most probable words in topic z, D(m) counts
the number of documents containing the word m, D(m,m′) counts the number of documents
containing both m and m′, and ε = 10−12 is used to avoid taking the log of zero for words
that never co-occur and to smooth the score for completely unrelated words. We use the
average coherence score of all topics as the evaluation metric for topic quality of different
topic models.
5.1.2 Topic coherence on short texts
To investigate WNTM’s ability of learning high quality topics from real-world short texts,
we carry out experiments on one day’s micro-blogs4 sampled from Weibo. As a Twitter-like
service in China, it also imposes a limited length for each tweet, i.e., no more than 140 Chi-
nese characters. Since the textual content of micro-blogs is not formal, careful preprocessing
1 http://jgibblda.sourceforge.net/
2 http://code.google.com/p/plda/
3 http://code.google.com/p/btm/
4 Publicly available at http://ipv6.nlsde.buaa.edu.cn/zhaojichang/paper/wntm.rar
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Table 1 The average topic coherence results on the micro-blog collection. A larger value stands for more
coherent topics.
T 5 10 20
LDA −36.6±1.8 −221.4±4.0 −1484.6±39.4
BTM −37.4±1.9 −207.5±8.2 −1235.9±30.7
WNTM −32.5±1.3 −181.6±5.5 −1056.6±22.8
is quite necessary. In the preprocessing, we take the following steps to wash the collected
corpus: (a) using NLPIR5 to do tokenization; (b) removing stopping words; (c) removing
words with frequency less than 20; (d) filtering out URLs and non-Chinese characters; (e)
removing micro-blogs with length less than 10. Finally, 189,223 micro-blogs retained with
20,942 distinct words in total. The average number of tokens in documents is 17.2.
We compare WNTM with LDA and BTM on this micro-blog collection. For all models,
we set the number of topics to 100. The average topic coherence of three models is listed in
Table 1, where the size of top words set in each topic, denoted as T , ranges from 5 to 20. We
find that the average topic coherence of WNTM is obviously higher than other two models,
which indicates that WNTM outperforms LDA and BTM in learning high quality topics
from short texts. And the improvement made by WNTM is statistically significant (p-value
< 0.001 by t-test). The outperformance of WNTM as compared to LDA is in accordance
with our understanding that learning topics from dense word-word space can guarantee the
topic quality even in short texts. BTM also outperforms LDA since it directly model word
pairs rather than documents to solve data sparsity in short texts. Remarkably, WNTM out-
performs BTM significantly. WNTM is based on the framework of LDA and BTM is special
form mixture of unigram, which might be the reason why WNTM works better than BTM
on short texts. What’s more, we also notice that as T grows, the performance gap increases
and WNTM is more stable by possessing much lower deviations.
5.1.3 Topic coherence on normal texts
We conduct experiments on Wikipedia data provided by Phan et al. [27] to investigate
WNTM’s ability of learning high quality topics from real-world normal texts. The Wikipedia
data set contains 71,986 documents with 60,649 distinct words. The average number of to-
kens in documents is 423.5. The number of topics is set to 100 for each model and the
average topic coherence result is listed in Table 2, where the size of top words set T in each
topic ranges from 5 to 20. As shown in Table 2, the average topic coherence of WNTM
is slightly higher than that of LDA when T = 5 and 10, while slightly lower than that of
LDA when T = 20. From the results, we can see that learning topics by grouping words
co-occurred in a small range of context can benefit the top 10 words’ coherence in each
topic, but when T = 20, the coherence of top words might need more plentiful document-
level word co-occurrence information to maintain. However, with the increasing of distance
between two words, the relation between them becomes less relevant. Because of this, the
difference between WNTM and LDA is not likely to be obvious. According to the results of
t-test, two models gain no statistically significant improvement than each other. Therefore,
we can conclude that WNTM can produce similar high-quality topics as LDA dose on nor-
mal texts. Note that the word-by-document space has no sparsity problem in normal texts, so
5 http://ictclas.nlpir.org/downloads
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Table 2 The average topic coherence of LDA and WNTM on the Wikipedia data set. A larger value means
more coherent topics.
T 5 10 20
LDA −13.9±0.3 −69.7±1.0 −327.4±3.3
WNTM −13.8±0.2 −69.5±0.6 −329.7±2.4
LDA can utilize the rich contextual information in each document to learn high quality top-
ics. Thus, for normal texts, learning topics from word-by-document space and word-word
space makes little difference in topic quality.
5.2 Word similarity tasks
The average topic coherence is an intrinsic measure used to evaluate the quality of all topics.
Higher topic coherence often indicates better topic quality, but it does not guarantee a better
performance on extrinsic tasks. The study of Keith et al. [15] revealed that LDA is better
than LSA (Latent Semantic Analysis) [11] at learning descriptive topics, while LSA is bet-
ter than LDA at creating a compact semantic representation of words and documents and
outperforms LDA in extrinsic tasks [35]. Hence, we carry out experiments to compare the
performance of WNTM and other methods on extrinsic tasks such as word similarity tasks
and document classification, which would help further illustrate the two models’ effective-
ness in creating compact semantic representation of words and documents. In this section,
we compare two models’ ability of learning semantic representation of words on short and
normal texts, respectively. To begin with, we will introduce how to calculate the semantical
similarity between two words.
5.2.1 Semantic representation of a word
For LDA and BTM, the conditional topic distribution for a word w can be defined as its
semantic representation
sw = [p(z1|w), p(z2|w), ..., p(zk|w)],
where k is the number of topics. p(zk|w) is easy to obtain after Gibbs sampling stage is
completed,
p(zk|w) =
nw|zk
nw
, (5)
where nw|zk stands for how many times w has be assigned with topic k during the sampling
and nw means the total occurrence of w in given corpus. With respect to WNTM, we do
not have to calculate p(zk|w). The θw can be directly used as the semantic representation of
word w, since WNTM learns the topic distribution over words as matrix Θ . Therefore, we
use Θ ’s row vector θw corresponding to w as its semantic representation, which is denoted
as
sw = θw = [Θw,1,Θw,2, ...,Θw,k].
Then we can measure the distance of two words by use of the Jensen-Shannon divergence
JS(si,s j) =
1
2
Dkl(s j ‖ m)+ 12 Dkl(si ‖ m), (6)
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Fig. 2 Ranked correlation results of word similarity task on Weibo data. The result demonstrates that WNTM
outperforms LDA and BTM on creating better semantic representations of words on short texts.
where si and s j are the semantic representations of words i and j, m = 12 (si + s j) and
Dkl(p||q) = ∑i pi ln piqi is the Kullback-Leibler divergence. If we consider the topic distri-
butions as space vectors, cosine similarity can also be used to measure the distance of two
words. It can be defined as
Cosine(si,s j) =
si · s j
‖ si ‖‖ s j ‖ . (7)
5.2.2 Word similarity tasks
Word similarity tasks are widely used to evaluate distributional semantic spaces. Topics
learned by topic models can be viewed as the knowledge about semantic distributions of
words. If a topic model learns topics accurately, then we can expect similar words, such as
“man” and “woman”, to be represented with similar semantic representations. In this paper,
we use the word similarity task presented by Wang et al. [38] to evaluate the ability of
word semantic modeling of two models on Weibo data set. Regarding to normal texts, we
use word similarity tasks designed by Rubenstein and Goodenough in [32] and Finkelstein
et al. in [13] on Wikipedia data set. In each task, the semantic similarity between given
pairs of words were evaluated by human. The word similarity task introduced by Wang
et al. contains 240 pairs of Chinese words and each pair’s semantic relatedness is rated
from 0-10, in which a higher score reflects a more semantically similar word pair. The task
introduced by Finkelstein was constituted by 353 pairs of English words and Rubenstein
and Goodenough’s task contains 65 English words. Each pair was also given a human rate
indicating the pair’s semantic closeness.
We evaluate topic models by calculating the similarity between each pair of words
through two similarity measurements (JS is short for Jensen-Shannon divergence and Co-
sine is short for Cosine similarity) in the evaluate set and then compare the model’s ratings
with human ratings by the ranked correlation. Intuitively higher correlation indicates better
word semantic modeling. The number of topics is set to 100 for both models and the ranked
correlation result on Weibo data is illustrated in Fig. 2.
From the result, we can see that both WNTM and BTM outperforms LDA signifi-
cantly, no matter using JS as the similarity measure or Cosine. WNTM performs similar
with BTM on JS, but outperforms BTM significantly on Cosine. Through directly modeling
word pairs other than documents, BTM successfully avoid the document-level data sparsity
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(a) Word similarity task by Finkelstein et al.
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(b) Word similarity task by Rubenstein et al.
Fig. 3 Ranked correlation results of word similarity task on Wikipedia data set. The result shows that WNTM
even outperforms LDA on creating better semantic representations of words on normal texts.
issue. WNTM also directly model word co-occurrences to alleviate document-level data
sparsity. Therefore, BTM and WNTM can learn more accurate word semantic representa-
tions than LDA. However, WNTM apply the framework of LDA to model word’s context
extracted from word network, therefore, the model assumption of WNTM is more accor-
dance with actual data circumstance as compared to BTM. Thus although both WNTM and
BTM surpass LDA in learning word semantic representations, WNTM is more reliable than
BTM.
The result of Wikipedia data is illustrated in Fig. 3. We surprisingly find that WNTM
still outperforms LDA on both similarity measurements. The performance gap between two
models on normal texts shrinks compared to the result on short texts, since the document-
level data sparsity problem is gone. However, WNTM’s result is more stable than LDA
by possessing much lower deviations. Although sharing similar topic coherence results in
normal texts, the two models’ ability in creating compact semantic representation for words
are different and WNTM performs better than LDA in word similarity tasks.
5.3 Document classification
In order to compare these models’ ability in learning semantic representation of documents
on short and normal texts, we evaluate them by performing document classifications on
news titles and news content respectively in this section. To illustrate WNTM’s advantage
on imbalanced texts as compared to LDA, we further conduct classification experiments by
tuning the heterogeneity of topic distributions.
5.3.1 Evaluation on news corpus
To explore the effectiveness of WNTM in document semantic modeling on short texts and
normal texts, we first evaluate its performance on document classification tasks of news titles
and news content, which are extracted from the news corpus provided by Sogou.com6. After
preprocessing, we obtain 508,554 news titles with label distributions listed in Table 3, and
59,348 distinct words in total. The average number of token in news titles is 5.5. We also
6 http://www.sogou.com/labs/dl/ca.html
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Table 3 Label counts for news titles and contents used in document classification tasks. Here Ent represents
Entertainment.
(a) Label counts for news titles
Label Count Label Count
Finance 31414 Car 6532
Sports 25414 IT 2321
Society 14889 Military 1733
Ent 11208 House 1410
Lady 8128 Culture 983
Olympics 7117 Health 962
Education 6594
(b) Label counts for news content
Label Count Label Count
Finance 133480 Car 18675
Sports 115946 IT 10650
Society 70743 Military 8706
Ent 53335 House 6407
Olympics 34767 Health 2340
Lady 31689 Culture 2334
Education 19482
Precision Recall F-measure
0.5
0.6
0.7
0.8
LDA
BTM
WNTM
(a) News titles
Precision Recall F-measure
0.6
0.7
0.8
0.9
LDA
WNTM
(b) News content
Fig. 4 Classification performance comparison between WNTM and LDA on short and normal texts, respec-
tively.
obtain 118,705 news reports with label distributions listed in Table 3, and 76,114 distinct
words in total. The average number of token in each report is 175.9.
Taking topic model as a method of dimensionality reduction, we can reduce a document
into a fixed set of topics, which can be features for document categorization. For each topic
model trained on 100 topics, we perform 10-fold cross-validation on news titles (or content).
In each fold, we randomly split news titles (or content) into training and test subsets with
the ratio 9:1, and classified them by using LIBLINEAR7. The weighted average accuracy
(precision), recall and F-measure for news titles are shown in Fig. 4(a). The result for news
content is shown in Fig. 4(b).
From the result, we can find that WNTM and BTM outperforms LDA in classifying
short texts and normal texts. The divergence in the performance of classifying short texts
suggests that the data sparsity problem seriously affects LDA, while less variation is found
in WNTM and BTM. WNTM performs better than BTM, similar to word similarity task.
Regarding to normal texts, LDA’s classification result becomes acceptable since the data is
no longer sparse. However, WNTM still outperforms LDA, which indicates that WNTM is
better than LDA in recognizing the resemblance of documents even for normal texts.
Fig. 5 shows the confusion matrix of LDA and WNTM in the news contents classifi-
cation. For example, LDA confuses “House” with “Sports”, “Finance” and “Lady”, where
7 http://www.csie.ntu.edu.tw/~cjlin/liblinear/
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Fig. 5 Confusion matrix for news content classification. The result from news title is similar and hence it is
not reported here.
“House” and “Finance” may be hard to distinguish because they are strongly relevant, while
obviously “House” has few connections with “Sports” and “Lady”. Consequently, LDA al-
most misclassifies all documents under label “House”. The similar situation also happens
to “Culture” and “Health”. As listed in Table 3, the significant confusion of those labels
mainly comes from their low numbers of documents and in fact they represent exactly the
rare topics in the employed corpus. However, as shown in Fig. 5(b), WNTM still achieves
a relative better performance as compared to LDA. It indicates that WNTM gains outstand-
ing improvement on the performance of identifying rare labels, which evidently justifies the
conjecture that WNTM can identify more rare topics than LDA as the text is imbalanced.
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Fig. 6 Average precision and recall on classifying “Car” news contents in the imbalanced document classifi-
cation. The x-axis is set in log scale.
5.3.2 Document classification on imbalanced texts
To compare performance between WNTM and LDA in classifying documents containing
rare topics further, we investigate the variation of their classification results by continu-
ously tuning the imbalance of texts. We first build a balanced data set from news content
introduced previously. This balanced data set includes news from five classes, namely “Ed-
ucation”, “Car”, “Finance”, “Lady” and “Ent”. Within each class, there are 1,000 documents
allocated equally. Second, we take various numbers of documents away from “Car”, which
is randomly selected, to build data sets with different levels of imbalance. Specifically, we
build 8 groups of imbalanced data sets, each group contains 1,000 documents belong to
classes except “Car”, which contains dc documents, where dc is tunable parameter and we
let dc = 800, 600, 400, 200, 100, 80, 60 and 40. As dc ranges from 800 to 40, the imbal-
ance of data set is enhanced accordingly. To avoid the influence of the randomness in taking
away documents from “Car”, we randomly sample documents under “Car” 15 times for
each group. The average precision and recall on classifying “Car” documents is illustrated
in Fig. 6. From the result, we can find that the average precision of LDA first slightly in-
creases when the number of news under “Car” reducing from 800 to 200, and then decreases
dramatically due to the more and more serious imbalance of the data set. On the contrary, the
average precision of WNTM decreases slowly with the enhancement of the imbalance. Par-
ticularly, when the number of “Car” documents equals to 60 and 40, the average precision
of LDA has decreased to 86% and 72% while WNTM’s average precision is 90% and 85%.
This result indicates that WNTM is more accurate than LDA in distinguishing documents
under rare labels. Note that as dc varies in the range between 200 and 500, the averaged
precision of LDA is trivially greater than that of WNTM, which is caused by fluctuations
and would not affect our above analysis. From results of average recall, we can find that
WNTM and LDA have similar trending with the imbalance enhancement, while WNTM
always outperforms LDA in terms of the average recall. To sum up, we can conclude that
WNTM performs better than LDA in dealing with text classification on imbalanced data
sets.
From the above experiments, we find WNTM dominates LDA in learning rare topics.
Thus it is reasonable to conjecture that WNTM could be a better choice than LDA in detect-
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ing newly emerging topics or unexpected events at early stages in social media, like Twitter
or Weibo. To illustrate this point, we collect 10,000 micro-blogs from Weibo, and then in-
ject dm micro-blogs related to the event of “MH370” into them, where dm ranges from 10 to
100. Note that the 10,000 micro-blogs have no relation with “MH370” since they are posted
exactly before the event happens. For different settings of dm, we train both models 10 times
since the result of Gibbs sampling varies each time. After training, we look over the top
20 words of each topic to search the topic word “MH370”, and count how many times it
is found for each setting of dm. From the results we find that WNTM can always identify a
topic with word “MH370” contained by its top 20 word-list when dm ≥ 30. However, LDA
achieves the same result only as dm ≥ 50. Thus, WNTM is more sensitive to rare topics and
can learn newly emerging topics at earlier stages than LDA. Besides, we also evaluate the
quality of the topic related to “MH370” by human review. If a topic’s top words contains
more “M7370” related words than others, we evaluate this topic as the best. We list top 15
words of the best “MH370” topic learned by two models for comparison when dm = 50 and
100. It is interesting that when dm = 50, the best “MH370” topic learned by LDA contains
8 words that never appear in the 50 injected “MH370” micro-blogs, while WNTM only has
4. When dm = 100, LDA’s “MH370” topic still contains 4 unrelated words, while WNTM
only has 1 error word left. Based on these results, we can conclude that WNTM can detect
event topic earlier than LDA and the quality of the topic is much better than that identified
by LDA.
6 Conclusions
A simple but general approach named WNTM is presented in this paper to facilitate the
topic modeling in short and imbalanced texts at acceptable cost. Different from conven-
tional LDA-like solutions, it explores topics from word co-occurrence networks and success-
fully alleviates the data sparsity and the topic-document heterogeneity in word-by-document
space. Thorough experiments on both short and normal texts suggest that WNTM outper-
forms baseline methods in tasks of topic coherence, word similarity and document classi-
fication. Furthermore, the ability of capturing rare topics with high quality indicates that
WNTM could be an effective model for detecting newly emerging topics or unexpected
events in social media at quite early stages. However, promising new research directions
still exist for further study. For example, we would like to investigate the influence imposed
on topic results as different means of establishing word co-occurrence networks are taken.
Besides, we may also consider of using a word’s neighbor words within a given semantic
distance to model its topics.
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